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Our main aim of the present note is to provide several sufficient conditions for a
colocal module L over a left or right perfect ring A to be injective. Also, by developing
the previous works [8] and [5], we will extend recent results of Baba [1, Theorems 1
and 2] to left perfect rings and provide simple proofs of them.
Throughout this note, rings are associative rings with identity and modules are
unitary modules. For a ring A we denote by Mod A (resp. ModA o p ) the category of
left (resp. right) ^.-modules, where Aop denotes the opposite ring of A. Sometimes,
we use the notation AL (resp. LA) to signify that the module L considered is a left
(resp. right) ^4-module. For a module L, we denote by soc(L) the socle, by rad(L) the
Jacobson radical, by E{L) an injective envelope and by £(L) the composition length
of L. For a subset X of a right module LA and a subset M of A, we set lχ(M) =
{x e X\xM = 0} and rM(X) = {a e M\Xa = 0}. Also, for a subset X of
A and a subset M of a left module AL we set lχ(M) — {a e X\aM = 0} and
TM{X) — {x £ M\Xx = 0}. We abbreviate the ascending (resp. descending) chain
condition as the ACC (resp. DCC).
Recall that a module L is called colocal if it has simple essential socle. We call
a bimodule HUR colocal if both HU and UR are colocal. Let A be a semiperfect
ring with Jacobson radical J . Let LA be a colocal module with H = EndA(L A) and
/ G A a local idempotent with soc(L^) = fA/fJ. In case LA has finite Loewy
length, we will show that LA is injective if and only if # L / / A / is a colocal bimodule
and M — r^/(/z/(M)) for every submodule M of AffAf. Also, in case A is left
or right perfect and £(Af/rAf(L)fAf) < oo, we will show that the following are
equivalent: (1) LA is injective; (2) πLffAf is a colocal bimodule and VAf(L) = 0;
and (3) uLjfAj is a colocal bimodule and M = ^ / ( / ^ ( M ) ) for every submodule M
of AffAf.
Recall that a module LA is called M-injective if for any submodule TV of MA
every θ : NA —» LA can be extended to some φ : MA —• LA- Dually, a module
LA is called M-projective if for any factor module iV of MA every θ : LA —* NA
can be lifted to some φ : LA —• M^. In case L is L-injective (resp. L-projective),
L is called quasi-injective (resp. quasi-projective). Let A be a left perfect ring with
Jacobson radical J and e,feA local idempotents. Assume £(Λ//rA/(eA)/A/) < oo.
Then we will show that ΘAA is quasi-injective with soc(eA^) = fA/fJ if and only if
AE = E(AAe/Je) is quasi-projective with AE/JE = Af/Jf (cf. [1, Theorem 1]).
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We call a pair (eA, Af) of a right ideal eA and a left ideal Af in A a colocal pair
if e, / £ 4^ are local idempotents and
 e
AecAffAf is a colocal bimodule. We will see
that £(
e
A
e
eA/l
e
A(Af)) — £(Af/rAf(eA)jAf) for every colocal pair (eA, Af) in A. In
case £(
e
A
e
eA/l
e
A(Af)) = £(Af/rAf(eA)fAf) < oo, a colocal pair (eΛ,^4/) in A is
called finite. Let A be a left perfect ring with Jacobson radical J and e, /i , /2, , /
n
 £
A local idempotents. Put E = E^-Ae/Je). Assume (eA, A/*) is a finite colocal pair
in A for all 1 < i < n. Then we will show that soc(eAA) = φ£=i ft A/ft J if and
only if
 Λ
£ 7 / J £ ^ 0 "
= 1 Aft/J ft (cf. [1, Theorem 2]).
Following Harada [4], we call a module LA M-simple-injective if for any sub-
module N of MA every θ : NA —• I Ά with Im# simple can be extended to some
0 : MA -+ LA- In case L is L-simple-injective, L is called simple-quasi-injective. We
will show that a left perfect ring A is left artinian if A satisfies the ascending chain
condition on annihilator right ideals and CAA is simple-quasi-injective for every local
idempotent e £ A
1. Preliminaries
In this section, we collect several basic results which we need in later sections.
We refer to Bass [2] for perfect rings.
Lemma 1.1. Let A be a left or right perfect ring and f G A an idempotent.
Assume ί(AffAf) < oo. Then AAf has finite Loewy length.
Proof. Denote by J the Jacobson radical of A. Consider first the case of A being
left perfect. Since the descending chain Af D Jf D terminates, there exists n > 1
such that Jnf = Jn+1f. Thus Jnf = 0. Assume next that A is right perfect. Then,
since the ascending chain soc(^A/) c soc2 (AAf) C terminates, there exists n > 1
such that socn(
Λ
Af) = Af. Thus Jnf = Jn(socn(AAf)) = 0. •
Lemma 1.2. Let e £ A be an idempotent. Then for a module L G Mod A with
rL(eA) = 0 the following hold.
(1) If AL is simple, so is
 e
Ae^L.
(2)
 eAeeE(AL) * E(eAeeL).
(3) The canonical homomorphism AE(AL) —*• A Hom
e
^
e
(eA, CE(AL)), X I—> (α ι—>
ax), is an isomorphism.
Proof. (1) See e.g. [5, Lemma 1.1].
(2) See e.g. [5, Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3].
(3) See e.g. [5, Lemma 1.3], •
Recall that a module LA is called M-injective if for any submodule N of MA
every θ : NA —» LA can be extended to some φ : MA —> LA- Dually, a module LA
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is called M-projective if for any factor module N of MA every θ : LA —> NA can be
lifted to some φ : LA —• M4. In case L is L-injective (resp. L-projective), L is called
quasi-injective (resp. quasi-projective).
Lemma 1.3 ([6, Theorem 1.1]). Let L G Mod Aop and put H = EnάA{E(LA)).
Then LA is quasi-injective if and only if HL — L. In particular, if LA is quasi-
injective, then we have a surjective ring homomorphism PL : Έnά.A(E(LA)) —> End^
(LA), h ι-> h\L.
The equivalence (1) Φ> (2) of the next lemma is due to Wu and Jans [11, Proposi-
tions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4].
Lemma 1.4 ([11]). Let A be a left perfect ring. Then for a module L G Mod A
the following are equivalent.
(1) AL is indecomposable quasi-projective.
(2) There exist a local idempotent f G A and a two-sided ideal I of A such that
AL <* Af/If.
(3) There exists a local idempotent f G A such that AL = Af/lA(L)f.
Proof. (1) => (2). By [11, Proposition 2.4] there exists an epimorphism π :
AAf —>• AL with / G A a local idempotent. Put K = Kerπ. Then by [11, Proposition
2.2] KfAf = K and
 AL ^ Af/If with / = KfA a two-sided ideal of A.
(2) => (1). Since A/i^f/If =
 A/I(A/I)f is projective, AAf/If is quasi
-projective.
(2) => (3). Since / / = lA(Af/If)f, AL * Af/lA(L)f.
(3) => (2). Obvious. •
Recall that an object L of an abelian category A in which arbitrary direct products
exist is called linearly compact if for any inverse system of epimorphisms {TΓΛ : L —•
Lχ}\eA in Λ the induced morphism limπλ : L —> liml/λ is epic. In case A = Mod A,
there is an equivalent definition of linear compactness. Recall that, for a family of
submodules {L\}\
e
\ in a module
 AL, a system of congruences {x = x\ modLλ}λeΛ
is said to be finitely solvable if for any nonempty finite subset F of Λ there exists
XF G L such that xp = ^λ mod L\ for all λ G F, and to be solvable if there exists
XQ G L such that XQ = x\ mod L\ for all λ G Λ.
For the benefit of the reader, we include a proof of the following.
Proposition 1.5. For a module L G Mod A the following are equivalent.
(1) AL is linearly compact.
(2) For any family of submodules {Lχ}χ
e
\ in AL, every finitely solvable system of
congruences {x = xχτnodL\}χ
e
/i is solvable.
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Proof. (1) => (2). Let {Z/λ}λeΛ be a family of submodules in L and {x =
x\ m o d L \ } \
e
λ a finitely solvable system of congruences. Denote by φ\ : L —» L/Lχ
the canonical epimorphism for each λ G Λ and set φ : L —• ΠAGΛ -k/^λ* # •—> (0λ(#))
Put £ = (0
λ
(#λ)) G ΠAGΛ V ^ λ We claim that x elmφ. Let .F be the directed set
of nonempty finite subsets of Λ. For each F G T, denote by pF : ΠAEΛ ^/^λ —>
Y\XeFL/L\ the projection and put xF = P F ( # ) G Π A G F ^/^λ and X F = ( P F °
φ)~1(Axp). Note that for any F e f , since {# = x\ modLλjλeΛ is finitely solvable,
pF o φ : L -+ Y[λeF L/Lχ induces an epimorphism φF : X F —> Axp For each
F e f , take a push-out of ^ ^ : XF —> ^ 4^^ along with the inclusion Xp —• L:
XF > L
φF
ϊ ϊ
πF
AxF ^ YF.
Then we get an inverse system of epimorphisms {π^ : L —>• YF}Fejr. Also, since lim
is left exact, we get a pull-back square
lim φp lim
Since L is linearly compact, limπF is epic, so is \πnφF. Note that \\mXF -^
P | F G J F X F Also, lim pi? : Y\λeAL/L\ —> l\mY\λeF L/Lχ is an isomorphism and
hence induces an isomorphism Ax ^ \unAxF. It follows that φ(f]Fe:FXF) = Ax.
Thus .x G Im 0.
(2) =Φ- (1). Let {πλ : L —> Lχ}χ
e
\ be an inverse system of epimorphisms in
Mod A. We may consider limLλ as a submodule of Π
λeALχ. Let (x\) G lim LA
and for each λ G Λ choose y
λ
 G L with πχ(yχ) = #A Then, since for any nonempty
finite subset F of Λ there exists λ 0 G Λ such that λ 0 > λ for all λ G F, the system
of congruences {x = yx modKerπAJλeΛ is finitely solvable and thus solvable. Hence
lim πλ : L —-> lim LA is an epimorphism. Π
Let HUR be a bimodule and K G Modi? o p . For a pair of a subset X of {KR)*
and a subset M of # # , we set rM(X) = {a e M\h(a) = 0 for all ft G X} and
l
x
(M) = {ft G X|ft(α) = 0 for all a G M}, where ( )* = UomR{-, HUR).
The next lemma is due essentially to [7, Lemma 4].
Lemma 1.6. Let
 HUR be a bimodule and K G Modi?
o p
 a module such that UR
is K-injective. Assume X — lκ*{rκ(X)) for every submodule X of (KR)*. Then
(KR)* is linearly compact.
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Proof. Let {TΓΛ : K* —> X\}\e\ be an inverse system of epimorphisms in
ModH. For λ G Λ, put Y
x
 = Kerτr
λ
 and M
λ
 = r κ ( l λ ) , and let j
λ
 : M
λ
 -> K
be the inclusion. Then for each λ G Λ, since Keτjχ = lκ*(M\) = Y\, and since
jχ : K* —• Λf£ is epic, there exists an isomorphism φ\ : Mχ —• Xλ with TΓA = (/>λ °Jλ
Since limjλ is monic, limj1^ = Qimjλ)* is epic. Also, Imiφχ is an isomoφhism.
Thus limTΓλ = Qhnφχ) o ( l im^) is epic. •
Corollary 1.7. Let A be a left or right perfect ring. Assume A A is injective and
I = IA{TA(I)) for every left ideal I of A. Then A is quasi-Frobenius.
Proof. It follows by Lemma 1.6 that A A is linearly compact. Thus by [10, Propo-
sitions 2.9 and 2.12] A is left noetherian. •
2. Bilinear maps into colocal bimodules
In this section, as further preliminaries, we modify results of [8, Section 1]. For a
left iJ-module # L , a right i?-module KR and an ϋf-.R-bimodule HUR, we call a map
φ : HL x KR —> HUR iJ-.R-bilinear if KR —> UR, a \-^> φ(x, a), is iί-linear for every
x G L and
 HL —> H RomR(KR, HUR), X H-» (a ι-> (/?(x, α)), is i/-linear.
Throughout this section, φ : HL x KR —> HUR is a fixed iJ-iί -bilinear map. For
a pair of a subset X of L and a subset M of if we set VM(X) = {a G M|y?(x, α) =
0 for all x e X} and Zχ(M) = {x G X|(/?(x,α) = 0 for all α G M}. We denote by
Λ ( i , K) the lattice of submodules X of ^ L with X = lL(rκ(X)) and by Λ (^, K)
the lattice of submodules M of ϋΓ^ with M = TK{IL{M)).
REMARKS (see e.g. [3, Part I] for details). (1) Let X be a subset of L. Then
φ(X,r
κ
(X)) = 0 implies X C lL(rκ(X)) and thus r κ (/ L ( r κ (X))) C rκ(X).
Also, ^(/L(r κ(X)),rκ(X)) = 0 implies rκ(X) C r x (/ L (r K (X))) . Thus rκ(X) =
))) and r^(X) G A(L,if) .
(2) Let X be a subset of L. For any Y G Λ ( ^ , ^ ) with X C F, lL(rκ(X)) c
K ( ^ ) ) = F Thus ZL(ΓK P O ) i s m e smallest module in Aι(L,K) containing X.
(3) Let {Xχ}χ
e
A be a family of submodules of HL. For any μ G Λ, since
C Xμ C ΣλeΛ*λ, r κ ( Σ λ 6 Λ ^ λ ) C rκ(Xμ) C rκ(Πλ6Λ^λ). Thus
x) C Π
λ S Λ ^ ( ^ λ ) and Σ λ e Λ ^ ( ^ λ ) C ^(ΠλeΛ^λ) . Let
G f)
λeArκ{X\)' Since (^(Xλ5β) = 0 for all λ G Λ, and since HL —> //ί7, x H^
(x, α), is jff-linear, ^(ΣλeΛ X^ α) = 0 and α G r
κ
(Σ
λeA Xx). Thus rκ(ΣXeA Xλ)
(4) Let {X\}\
e
\ be a family of submodules of #L with the X\ € Aι(L,K).
Then by (3) ΠλeΛ^λ = Γ\χ
e
Mrκ(Xχ)) = U Σ λ e W ^ λ ) ) . Thus
rκ(ΠxeAXx) = rκ(lL(ΣxeΛrκ(Xχ))) and by (2) r * ( n
λ 6 Λ * λ ) is the smallest
module in A
r
(L,K) containing Σ
λeKrκ(Xχ), so that rκ((~\XeAXχ) =
whenever Σ λ e Λ ^ ( ^ ) G A
r
{L,K).
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(5) We have an anti-isomorphism of lattices Λι(L, K) —> A
r
(L, K), X *-> r
In particular, Λι(L, K) satisfies the ACC (resp. DCC) if and only if A
r
(L, K) satisfies
the DCC (resp. ACC).
Recall that a module is called colocal if it has simple essential socle. We call a
bimodule HUR colocal if both #{/ and UR are colocal modules.
Lemma 2.1. Let HUR be a colocal bimodule. Then SOC(HU) = SOC(UR).
Proof. Since SOC(HU) is a subbimodule of HUR, SOC(UR) C SOC(HU). Similarly,
soc(HU) C soc(UR). Thus soc(HU) = soc(UR). Π
Throughout the rest of this section, H UR is assumed to be a colocal bimodule with
HSR — SOC(HU) = SOC(UR), and ( )* denotes both the {/-dual functors.
Lemma 2.2. The following hold.
(1) The canonical ring homomorphisms H —» End#(5#) and R —» Endij (HS)°P
are surjective.
(2) (HSY 9έ SR and (SR)* * HS.
Proof. (1) Let 0 φ u e S. Then S = Hu = uR. For any h G EndR(SR),
h(u) = αw for some a £ H and /ι(u6) = h(u)b = (au)b = a(ub) for all b £ R.
Thus the canonical ring homomorphism H —• Endβ(5Ή) is surjective. Similarly, the
canonical ring homomorphism R —» EndH(HS)op is surjective.
(2) Let π : i?β —> 5β be an epimorphism. We have a monomorphism μ : {SR)* —»•
H l7 such that μ(/ι) = (π*(ft))(l) for ft G (5 Λ )* . Put u = π( l) . Then μ(h) = h(u) G S
for all ft G (S
Λ
)* and Imμ = /fS, so that (SR)* = HS. Similarly, (HS)* = SR. D
Lemma 2.3. Let N c M be submodules of KR with N = VK{IL{N)) and
M/NR simple. Then the following hold.
(1) M/N *έ SR and lL(N)/lL(M) ^ (M/JV)* ^ HS.
(2) M = r
κ
(lL(M)).
Proof. (1) Since M φN = r
κ
{lL(N)), lL(M) C ZL(7V) with lL(N)/lL(M)φ
0. Let j : NR —^  M^ be the inclusion. Then we have the following commutative
diagram with exact rows:
0 > lL(M) > L > M*
1 II I '
0 > lL(N) > L > TV*.
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Thus 0 φ lL(N)/lL(M) embeds in Ker j * 9* (M/N)*. Hence (M/N)* φ 0, so that
M/N 2έ SR and by Lemma 2.2(2) (M/N)* 9* HS.
(2) Since lL(M) C IL(JV) with h(N)/lL(M) simple, one can apply the part (1)
to conclude that rκ(h(M))/rκ(lL(N)) is simple. Thus, since r
κ
(h(N)) = N C
M C r
κ
(lL(M)) with both M/N and rκ(lh(M))/rκ(lL(N)) simple, it follows that
D
Lemma 2.4. Lef M be a submodule of KR with rκ(L) C M and £(M/rκ(L)R)
< oo. Then the following hold.
(1) Every composition factor of M/rκ(L)R is isomorphic to SR.
(2) M = r
κ
(lL(M)).
Proof. Since rκ(L) = VK(IL(^K(L))), Lemma 2.3 enables us to make use of
induction on £(M/rκ(L)R). Π
Lemma 2.5 ([8, Lemma 1.3]). i(HL/lL{K)) - l(K/rκ(L)R).
Proof. By symmetry we may assume £(HL/IL(K)) < oo. Let IL{K) = L O C
L\ C C L
n
 = L be a chain of submodules of //L with the Li+ι/Li simple. Then
by Lemma 2.3 we get a chain of submodules rχ(L) = rκ(L
n
) C C rχ(Lι) C
rκ(L0) = K in KR with the rκ(Li)/rκ(Li+ι) simple. •
Lemma 2.6. Λ^wm^ R is left perfect. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) £(K/r
κ
(L)R) < oo.
(2) Λr(L, K) satisfies both the ACC and the DCC.
(3) Ar(L, K) satisfies the ACC.
Proof. (1) => (2) => (3). Obvious.
(3) =φ. (1). it follows by Lemma 2.4 that there exists a maximal element K
o
 in the
set of submodules M of i ί β with rκ{L) C M and £(M/rκ(L)R) < oo. We claim
ϋΓo = K- Otherwise, there exists a submodule M of if^ with K
o
 C M and M/K
o
simple, a contradiction. •
3. Simple-injective colocal modules
Throughout the rest of this note, A stands for a ring with Jacobson radical J.
For any pair of a right module LA and a left ideal K of A, we have a canonical
bilinear map HL X AT# —> HLKR, (x, α) ι—> xα, where ϋf = End^(L^) and R —
EndA(AK)op, so that, in case HLKR is a colocal bimodule, we can apply results of
the preceding section.
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Lemma 3.1. Let L G Mod Aop be a colocal module and f G A a local idempo-
tent with SOC(LΛ) = fA/fJ. Then the following hold.
(1) lL(Af) = 0.
(2) lL(If) = IL(J) for every right ideal I of A.
(3) LffAf is colocal with soc(LffAf) = soc(LA)f.
Proof. (1) For any 0 φ x G L, since soc(L^) C xA, 0 φ soc(L^)/ C xAf and
thus x φ lL(Af).
(2) We have lL(I) c Z L ( J / ) . For any a; G lL{If), since x/A/ = x// = 0, by the
part (1) xl C ZL(A/) = 0 and x G / L (/) . Thus lL(If) c ZL(ί).
(3) Let 0 / x G SOC(LΛ)/. For any 0 / y G L/, since xA c 2/A, x/A/ =
xAf C 2/A/ = yfAf. Thus L//A/ is colocal and soc(LffAf) = soc(L^)/. •
Lemma 3.2. L ί^ L G Mod A o p αn^ f e A a local ίdempotent. Then the follow-
ing are equivalent.
(1) LA is colocal with soc(L^) = fA/fJ.
(2) LffAf is colocal and h(Af) = 0.
Proof. (1) =» (2). By (3) and (1) of Lemma 3.1.
(2) =* (1). Since by Lemma 1.2(2) E{LA)ffAf <* E(LffAf) <* E(fAf/fJffAf)
* E(fA/fJA)ffAf, by Lemma 1.2(3) E(LA) <* UomfAf(Af,E(LA)f)A <*
BomfAf(Af,E(fA/fJA)f)A = E(fA/fJA). Thus LA is colocal with soc(LA) ^
fA/fJ. D
Corollary 3.3. Let e, f £ A be local idempotents. Then the following are equiv-
alent.
(1) eA/l
eA(Af)A is colocal with soc(e A /leA(Af)A) ^ fA/fJ.
(2) eAffAf is colocal.
Proof. Put L = eA/l
eA(Af)A. Then lL(Af) = 0 and, since leA(Af)f = 0,
LffAf = eAffAf- Thus Lemma 3.2 applies. •
Following Harada [4], we call a module L^ M-simple-injective if for any sub-
module N of MA every 0 : NA —> L^ with Im0 simple can be extended to some
0 : MA -^ LA> In case L is L-simple-injective, L is called simple-quasi-injective.
Lemma 3.4. Let L G ModA o p be a colocal module and put H
Let f G A be a local idempotent with soc(L^) = fA/fJ. Then the following hold.
(1) If LA is A-simple-injective, then M — rAf(lL{M)) for every submodule M of
AffAf
(2) If nLffAf is a colocal bimodule and M = rAf(lL(M)) for every submodule M
of AffAf, then LA is A-simple-injective.
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Proof. (1) Let M be a submodule of AffAf and put N = rAf(lij(M)). We claim
M = N. Suppose otherwise. Note first that !L(JV) = lL{M). Since (NA/MA)f =
N/M φ 0, there exist right ideals K, I of A such that MA C K C I C NA and
I/K = fA/fJ = SOC(LΛ). Then we have θ : IA -^ LA with Im0 = soc(LA) and
Keτθ = K. Let μ : I A —• ^ 4 A be the inclusion. There exists φ : A^ —* LA with
φo μ = θ. Then </>(l)J = 0(7) = 0(7) ^ 0 and φ(l)K = (/>(#) = 0(ίQ = 0.
Thus φ(l) G ZL(ίQ and 0(1) £ lL{I). Since /L(ΛΓ) = lL{NA) C ZL(/) C ZL(ΛΓ) C
lL(MA) = ZL(Af), /L(if) ^ /L(J) implies / L (M) ^ lL(N), a contradiction.
(2) Let / be a nonzero right ideal of A and μ : IA —> AA the inclusion. Let
θ : IA —>> L^ with I m ^ = soc(L^) and put ΛΓ = Ker#. Since by Lemma 1.2(1)
If/KffAf = (I/K)ffAf is simple, by Lemma 2.3(1) so is HlL(Kf)/lL(If). Let
a e If with α φ Kf. Then, since lL{Kf)a φ 0 and lL{If)a = 0, HlUKf)a is
simple. Thus by Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1(3) lι,{Kf)a — soc(LffAf) = soc(LA)f, so that
θ(a) = θ(af) = θ(a)f = xa for some x e IL{KJ). Define φ \ AA -^ LAby I ^ x.
Then, since by Lemma 3.1(2) x G IL(K/) = IL(K), and since I = K + aA, we have
φoμ = θ. •
Lemma 3.5. Lef L G Mod^4o p be a colocal module and put H — EndA(LA).
Let f G A be a local idempotent with soc(LA) = fA/fJ. Then the following hold.
(1) If LA is simple-quasi-injective, then HLffAf is a colocal bimodule and lι,{Af)
= 0.
(2) If LA is A-simple-injective, then rAf(L) = 0 and TA(L/LJA) C ZA(SOC(AA/0).
Proof. (1) By Lemma 3.2 LffAf is colocal and h{Af) = 0 . Let 0 φ x e
SOC(LΛ)/. We claim that x e Hy for all 0 ^ y G L/. Note that r/^(^) = /«/. Let
0 φ y E Lf. Then rfA(y) C / J = τ/^(x) and we have 0 : y ^ —• XAA = soc(L^),
t/α »-> xα. Let μ : soc(L^) -> L^ and v : yAA —> I/A be inclusions. There exists
h E H with ho i/ = μ o θ, so that # = /ι(ι/) G ίft/. Thus jy L/ is colocal.
(2) By Lemma 3.4(1) rAf(L) = rAf(lL(0)) = 0. Next, let a G rA(L/LJ). Since
Lα C LJ, Lα(soc(AA/)) C LJ(soc(AAf)) = 0. Thus α(soc(Λ-A/)) C rAf(L) = 0
and a G /Λ(SOC(Λ-4/)). D
Lemma 3.6 ([5, Lemma 3.3]). Let L G Mod Aop be a simple-quasi-injective mod-
ule with soc(LA) φ 0. Assume EnάA(LA) is a local ring. Then soc(LA) is simple.
Proof. Let S be a simple submodule of soc(LA). Suppose to the contrary that
S φ soc(LA). Let π : soc(L^) —• SA be a projection and μ : SOC(LA) —> i>A,
i/ : SΆ -^ ^ A inclusions. There exists φ : LA ^> LA with φ o μ — u oπ. Since π is
not monic, </> is not an isomorphism. Thus φ G radEncU(-kA) and (id/, — φ) is a unit
in ΈjΏ.άA{LA), so that for 0 φ x G 5, since φ(x) = π(x) = x, (id^ — 0)(a;) = 0 and
x — 0, a contradiction. •
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4. Injectivity of colocal modules
In this section, by extending the previous results [8, Theorems 2.7, 2.8 and Propo-
sition 2.9], we provide several sufficient conditions for a colocal module over a left or
right perfect ring A to be injective.
Lemma 4.1 ([5, Lemma 3.4]). Let A be a semίperfect ring and L G MoάAop
an A-simple-injective colocal module of finite Loewy length. Then LA is injective.
Proof. Let / be a right ideal of A and μ : I A —• A A the inclusion. Let θ : I A —*
LA- We make use of induction on the Loewy length of Θ(I) to show the existence of
φ : AA —> LA with θ = φ o μ. Let n = min{k > 0\θ(I)Jk = 0}. We may assume
n > 0. Since soc(LA) is simple, soc(LA) = β^J71'1 = Θ^J71'1). Let μi and 0χ
denote the restrictions of μ and 0 to / J 7 1 " 1 , respectively. Then Im#i = soc(L^) and
there exists φ\ : A A —• £ A with φ\o μ
λ
 = θ\. Since (θ — φι o μ)(I)Jn~1 = 0, by
induction hypothesis there exists 0 2 : AA —> £ A with φ2 o μ = θ — φ\ o μ. Thus
0 = (0i+02)°μ. •
Thorem 4.2. Lei Abe a semiperfect ring. Let L e Mod A o p &e α colocal module
of finite Loewy length and put H = End A{L A)- Let f G A be a local idempotent with
soc(L^) = fA/fJ. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) LA is injective.
(2) H^ffAf is a colocal bίmodule and M = Γ ^ / ( / L ( ^ ) ) far every submodule M
Of AffAf.
Proof. (1) => (2). By Lemmas 3.5(1) and 3.4(1).
(2) => (1). By Lemmas 3.4(2) and 4.1. •
Corollary 4.3. Let A be a semiperfect ring. Let L G Mod Aop be a colocal
module of finite Loewy length and put H — EndA(LA)- Let f G A be a local
idempotent with SOC(LA) — fA/fJ. Assume HLffAf is a colocal bimodule and
M = ^ / ( / ^ ( M ) ) for every submodule M of AffAf with VAf(L) C M. Then LA
is quasi-injective.
Proof. Put / = TA{L). Then by Theorem 4.2 LA/i is injective, so that LA is
quasi-injective. •
Thorem 4.4. Let Abe a left or right perfect ring. Let L G Mod Aop be a colocal
module and put H — E Π C U ( £ A ) Let f G A be a local idempotent with SOC(LA) =
fA/fJ. Assume £(Af/rAf{L)fAf) < oo. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) LA is injective.
(2) πLffAf is a colocal bimodule and VAf{L) = 0.
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(3) ijLffAf is a colocal bimodule and M = Γ^/(/L(M)) for every submodule M
Proof. (1) => (2). By Lemma 3.5.
(2) => (3). By Lemma 2.4.
(3) =>• (1). By Lemma 3.4(2) L
Λ
 is A-simple-injective. Note that rAf(L) =
rAf(h{0)) = 0. Thus £(AffAf) < oc and by Lemma 1.1 Jnf = 0 for some n > 1,
so that LJnAf = LJnf = 0 and by Lemma 3.1(1) LJn c /L(A/0 = 0. Hence by
Lemma 4.1 LA is injective. •
Corollary 4.5. Let A be a left or right perfect ring. Let L G Mod Aop be a
colocal module and put H = EndA(LA)- Let f G A be a local idempotent with
soc(L^) = fA/fJ. Assume H^fjAj is a colocal bimodule and £(Af/rAf(L)fAf) <
oo. Then LA is quasi-injective.
Proof. Put / = VA{L). Then rAf/if(L) = 0 and by Theorem 4.4 LA/i is injec-
tive, so that LA is quasi-injective. •
Proposition 4.6. Let A be a left or right perfect ring. Let L G Mod Aop be
a colocal module and put H = End^(L^). Let f G A be a local idempotent with
SOC(LA) — fA/fJ. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) LA is injective and X = Z^(r^/(X)) for every submodule X of
(2) H^ffAf is a colocal bimodule, rAf(L) = 0 and £(AffAf) < oo.
Proof. (1) => (2). By Lemma 3.5(1) HLffAf is a colocal bimodule, and by
Lemma 3.5(2) rAf(L) = 0. It remains to show £(AffAf) < oo. Put Kn = Af(fJf)n
for n > 0. We claim £(K
n
/K
n+lfAf) < oc for all n > 0. Let n > 0. Note that
by Lemma 3.4(1) the lattice of submodules of AffAf is anti-isomorphic to the lat-
tice of submodules of
 HL. Thus £(Kn/Kn+lfAf) = ί{HlL{Kn+1)/lL{Kn)). Also,
since rad(if
n
/'K
n
+ιjAf) = 0, HIL(KΠ+I)/IL(KΠ) is semisimple. For any submod-
ule X of
 HL, since rAf(X) = rA(X)f, by Lemma 3.1(2) X - lL(rAf(X)) =
lL(rA(X)f) = IL(^A(X)) Thus by Lemma 1.6 HL = B.OUIA(AA, H^A) is linearly
compact, so is Hh(K
n+i)/lL(Kn) by [10, Proposition 2.2]. Hence by [10, Lemma
2.3] £{K
n
/K
n
+lfAf) = e(HlL(Kn+1)/lL(Kn)) < oo. Since £(fJf/(fJf)2fAf) <
£(K1/K2fAf) < oo, by [9, Lemma 11] fAf is right artinian. Then £(K0/KιfAf) <
oo implies £(AffAf) < oo.
(2) => (1). By Theorem 4.4 LA is injective. Since by Lemma 3.1(1) h(Af) = 0,
by Lemma 2.5 £(HL) = £(AffAf) < oo and thus by Lemma 2.4 X = lL(rAf(X)) for
every submodule X of RL. •
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5. Colocal pairs
We call a pair (eA, Af) of a right ideal eA and a left ideal Af in A a colocal pair
if e, / G A are local idempotents and
 e
A
e
eAffAf is a colocal bimodule. Note that by
Lemma 2.5 £(
eAeeA/leA(Af)) = £(Af/rAf(eA)fAf) for every colocal pair (eA, Af)
in A In case £(
eAeeA/leA(Af)) = t(Af/rAf(eA)fAf) < oo, a colocal pair (eA,τ4/)
in A is called finite.
In [5], a pair (eA, Af) of a right ideal eA and a left ideal Af in A is called an
i-pair if e, / € A are local idempotents, eAA is colocal with soc(eAA) = fA/fJ and
AAf is colocal with SOC(AA/0 = Ae/Je.
Lemma 5.1. Let e,feAbe local idempotents. Then the following are equiva-
lent.
(1) (eA,Af) is an i-pair in A.
(2) (eA, Af) is a colocal pair in A with leA(Af) = 0 and rAf(eA) = 0.
Proof. (1) => (2). By (1) and (3) of Lemma 3.1.
(2) =Φ (1). By Corollary 3.3. •
The equivalence (1) <Φ (2) of the next lemma has been established in [5, Theorem
3.7]. Here we provide another proof of the implication (2) => (1) which does not appeal
to Morita duality.
Lemma 5.2 ([5, Theorem 3.7]). Let (eA, Af) be an i-pair in a left or right per-
fect ring A. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) (eA,Af) is finite.
(2) Both eAA and AAf are injective.
(3) eAA is injective and AAf is A-simple-injective.
Proof. (1) => (2). By Theorem 4.4.
(2) =^> (3). Obvious.
(3) => (1). It follows by Lemma 3.4(1) that X = l
eA(rAf(X)) for every submod-
ule X of
 eAeeA. Thus by Proposition 4.6 £(AffAf) < oo. Π
Lemma 5.3. Let (eA, Af) be a finite colocal pair in a left or right perfect ring
A. Then the following hold.
(1) eA/l
eA(Af)A is a quasί-injective colocal module with soc(eA/leA(Af)A) =fA/fJ.
(2) IfrAf(eA) = 0, then E(fA/fJA) Si eA/leA(Af), so that E{fA/fJA) is quasi-
projective and eA/l
eA(Af)A is injective.
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Proof. Put / = lA(Af) and L = eA/eIA. Then leA(Af) = el and lL(Af) = 0.
Note that, since // = 0, LffAf = eAffAf. Thus by Lemma 3.2 L^ is colocal
with soc(LA) ^ fA/fJ. Since L//A/ = eA//A/ and i/ = EndA(LA) 2έ e^e/e/e,
HLffAf is a colocal bimodule. Note also that £(Af/rAf(L)fAf) = £(Af/rAf(eA)fAf)
< oo.
(1) By Corollary 4.5 LA is quasi-injective.
(2) By Theorem 4.4 LA is injective. Thus, since SOC(LA) = fA/fJ, E{fA/fJA)
= L. Since LAμ = e{A/I)AjI is projective, LA is quasi-projective. Π
Proposition 5.4. Let (eA,Af) be a colocal pair with l
eA(Af) — 0 in a left or
right perfect ring A. Put A — A/rA(eA). Let π : A —• A be the canonical ring
homomorphism and put e = ττ(e), / = τr(/). Then the following are equivalent.
(1) (eA,Af) is finite.
(2) eAA is quasi-injective, eAeeA is finitely generated and AAf/rAf(eA) is injec-
tive.
(3) (e^ 4, Af) is a finite i-pair in A.
Proof. Note first that A is left or right perfect and e, / £ A are local idempotents.
Put / = rA(eA). Then el = 0 and // = rAf(eA). Thus ^(-^-eϊ) = £(eAeeA) and,
since
 e
A
e
eA//A/ —
 eAezAffAf is a colocal bimodule, (eA, Af) is a colocal pair in A.
(1) => (2). By Lemma 5.3(1) eAA is quasi-injective, and by Lemma 5.3(2) AAf
/rAf(eA) is injective. Also, since ί(
eAeeA) < oo, eAe^A is finitely generated.
(2) => (3). By [3, Corollary 5.6A] eΆ-j = eA^ is injective. Also, since
 AΆf =
AAf/rAf(eA) is injective, so is ~χAf. It is obvious that r^(eA) = 0. For any a G
l
eA(Af), since aAf C //, αA/ = eaAf c e// = 0 and a e leA(Af) = 0. It follows
that lE-χ{Af) = 0. Thus by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 (eA,Af) is a finite z-pair in A.
(3) => (1). Obvious. •
Corollary 5.5. Lei (eA, A/) be an z-pa/r m a left or right perfect ring A. Then
the following are equivalent.
(1) (eA,Af) is finite.
(2) eAA is quasi-injective, eAe^A is finitely generated and AAf is injective.
6. Applications of colocal pairs I
In this section, as applications of colocal pairs, we extend recent results of Baba
[1, Theorems 1 and 2] to left perfect rings and provide simple proofs of them.
Lemma 6.1. Let A be a left perfect ring and e G A a local idempotent. As-
sume
 AE = E(AAe/Je) is quasi-projective. Then AE/JE is simple and for a local
idempotent f e A with
 AE/JE = Af/Jf the following hold:
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(a)
 AE^Af/rAf(eA);
(b)
 eAeeAf = eAe^E is iπjective; and
(c) (eA, Af) is a colocal pair in A with l
eA(Af) = 0.
Proof. Put / = IA(E). By Lemma 1.4 there exists a local idempotent / G A such
that
 AE ^ Af/If. We claim / / = rAf(eA). Since by Lemma 3.5(2) eAIf = elf C
leA(E) = 0, / / C rAf(eA). Conversely, let a G rAf(eA). Then eA(a+If) = 0 and by
Lemma 3.1(1) (α + //) G r^y//^(e^4) = 0, so that a G // . Next, since e(rAf(eA)) =
0,
 eAeeE = eAee(Af/rAf(eA)) = eAeeAf. Thus eAeeAf is colocal by Lemma 3.1(3)
and injective by Lemma 1.2(2). Also, since EndA(AAf/If) = fAf/flf, by Lemma
3.5(1) eAffAf is colocal. Finally, by Lemma 3.5(2) leA(Af) C leA(Af/rAf(eA)) =
0. •
Thorem 6.2 (cf. [1, Theorem 1]). Let A be a left perfect ring and e, f G A local
idempotents. Put E = E(AAe/Je). Assume £(Af/rAf(eA)fAf) < oo. Then the
following are equivalent.
(1) eAA is quasi-injective with soc{eAA) = fA/fJ.
(2)
 AE is quasi-projective with AE/JE = Af/Jf.
(3) (eA, Af) is a colocal pair in A with l
eA(Af) = 0.
(4)
 eAeeAf is colocal and soc(eAA) = fA/fJ.
Proof. (1) => (3). By Lemma 3.5(1).
(3) =» (1). By Lemma 5.3(1).
(2) => (3). By Lemma 6.1.
(3) => (2). By Lemma 5.3(2).
(3) => (4). By Corollary 3.3.
(4) => (3). By (3) and (1) of Lemma 3.1. •
Lemma 6.3. Let (eA, Af) be a colocal pair in a left or right perfect ring A.
Put E = E(AAe/Je) and H = End^U£) o p . Assume soc(eAA)f φ 0. Then the
following hold.
(1) soc(eA^)/^4 is the unique simple submodule of eAA which is isomorphic tofA/fJA.
(2) If (eA, Af) is finite, then
 AEH contains a subbimodule X such that AX =
Af/rA(eA)f, eAe^H is a colocal bimodule, soc(eAA)fA Π leA(X) = 0 and
£(
eAeeA/leA(X)) < oo.
Proof. (1) Since soc(eAA)f φ 0, eAA contains a simple submodule K = fA/fJ.
On the other hand, by Corollary 3.3 eA/l
eA(Af)A is colocal with
soc(eA/l
eA(Af)A) = fA/fJ. Thus K is the unique simple submodule of eAA which
is isomorphic to fA/fJ. It follows that K = soc(eAA)fA.
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(2) Put / = rA(eA). Then // = rAf(eA) and by Lemma 5.3(1) AAf/If is
a quasi-injective colocal module with soc(AAf/If) = Ae/Je. Thus AE contains a
submodule X =
 AAf/If. Then by Lemma 1.3 XH c X. Since by Lemma 3.5(1)
eAe^Eπ is a colocal bimodule, so is
 e
Ae^H Also, since e/ = 0, soc(eA^)/A(^4/
///) ^ soc(eAA)fAf φ 0. Thus soc(e^)/An/ e y i(X) = 0. Finally, since leA(X) =
), £(
eΛ
eeA/l
eA(X)) = £(eAeeA/leA(Af)) < oo. D
Lemma 6.4. Let A be a left perfect ring and e £ A a local ίdempotent. Put
E = E(AAe/Je) and H = EndAUE)op. Assurhe soc(eAΛ) ^ Qft=1ftA/ftJ with
the (eA, Aft) finite colocal pairs in A. Then ftA/ftJ ψ fjA/frJ for i φ j , £{EH) =
ίUeeA) < oo and
 AE/JE °έ φ?=1 Aft/Jft.
Proof. By Lemma 6.3(1) ftA/ftJ ψ fjA/fjJ for i φ j . Also, for each 1 < i <
n, by Lemma 6.3(2)
 AEH contains a subbimodule Xι such that AXΪ — Aft/rA(eA)ft,
eAeeXiH
 i s a
 colocal bimodule, soc(eAA)ftAnleA{Xi) = 0 and £(eAeeA/leA(Xi)) <
oo. Put
 AXH = Σ7=i
χi- T h e n» by Lemmas 3.1(1) and 2.5 l(XiH) = e{eAeeA/leA
(Xi)) < oo for all 1 < i < n, so that £(XH) < oo. Also, since soc(eAA)ftA Π
UA(X) = 0 for all 1 < i < n, by Lemma 6.3(1) soc(e^l^) Π 1
€
A(X) = 0. Thus,
since eAA has essential socle, leA{X) = 0. Since by Lemma 3.5(1) eAe^Eπ is a
colocal bimodule, so is CAC^XH Thus by Lemma 2.5 £(
e
A
e
eA) = £{XH) < oo. Since
by Lemma 1.3 we have a surjective ring homomorphism px : H —» EIKU(A-*0° P ,
h H-> /ι|χ, it follows by Theorem 4.4 that ^X is injective. Thus X — E and we
have an epimorphism 0™
=1 Aft/J ft —• AE/JE. On the other hand, since ftA/ftJ ψ
fjA/fjJ for z 7^  j , it follows by Lemma 3.5(2) that AE/JE has a direct summand
which is isomorphic to 0 2
n
= 1 Aft/Jft. Thus AE/ JE ^ 0 ? = 1 Aft/J ft. Π
Thorem 6.5 (cf. [1, Theorem 2]). Le/ A te a left perfect ring and e, /i, /2, ,
f
n
 £ A local idempotents. Put E = E(AAe/ Je). Assume (eA,Aft) is a finite colocal
pair in A for all 1 < % < n. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) soc(eAA) * 0 ^ = 1 /<i4//i J.
(2)
 AE/JE^®ni=1Aft/Jft.
Proof. (1) =Φ (2). By Lemma 6.4.
(2) =Φ> (1). It follows by Lemmas 3.5(2) and 6.3(1) that soc(eAA) is isomorphic
to a direct summand of 0 ^
= 1 ftA/ftJ. We may assume soc(e^A) — 0 [ = i ftA/ftJ
for some 1 < r < n. Then by Lemma 6.4
 AE/JE = 0 [ = 1 Aft/Jft, so that r = n.
D
7. Applications of colocal pairs II
In this section, we provide some other applications of colocal pairs. Recall that
a set {ei, ,e
n
} of orthogonal local idempotents in a semiperfect ring A is called
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basic if (Σ%
=1 ei)A(ΣΓ=i e*) is a basic ring of A.
Lemma 7.1 ([5, Lemma 3.5]). Let A be a semiperfect ring and {ei, , e
n
} a
basic set of orthogonal local idempotents in A. Assume every CIAA is A-simple-
injective and has essential socle. Then there exists a permutation v of the set {1, , n}
such that (βiA, Ae
v
^) is an i-pair in Afar all 1 < i <n.
Proof. By [5, Lemma 3.5] there exists a mapping v : {1, , n} —• {1, , n}
such that (e{A, Ae
u
(i)) is an z-pair in A for all 1 < i < n. Then by the definition of
i-pairs v is injective. •
Corollary 7.2. Let Abe a left perfect ring. Assume A A is simple-quasi-injective.
Then E(AA) and E(AA) are injective cogenerators in Mod A and MoάAop, respec-
tively.
Lemma 7.3. Let A be a left perfect ring. Assume A
r
(A, A) satisfies the ACC
and ΘAA is simple-quasi-injective for every local idempotent e G A. Then A is left
artinian.
Proof. It suffices to show that £(
e
^
e
eA) < oo for every local idempotent e G A.
Let e G A be a local idempotent. Since by Lemma 3.6 CAA is colocal, there exists a lo-
cal idempotent / G A with soc(eA^) = fA/fJ. By Lemma 3.5(1) (eA, Af) is a colo-
cal pair in A with l
eA(Af) = 0. For each M G Ar(eA,Af), put M = TA{leA(M)) G
A
r
{A,A). Then Mf = rAf(leA(M)) = M for every M G Ar{eA,Af). Thus, for
M,N G Ar(eA,Af) with M C N, M C N and M = N implies M = Mf =
Nf = TV. It follows that A
r
(eA, Af) satisfies the ACC. Thus by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6
£(
eAeeA) = £(Af/rAf(eA)fAf) < oo. •
Corollary 7.4. Let A be α left perfect ring. Assume A
r
(A, A) satisfies the ACC
and AA is simple-quasi-injective. Then A is quasi-Frobenius.
Proof. By Lemma 7.3 A is left artinian. Then it follows by Lemmas 3.6 and 4.1
that AA is injective. •
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